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Imagine a charter destination that has more than eight hundred tropical islands spread over 

fourteen thousand square miles of Indian Ocean. Imagine mountainous, jungle covered 

islands that teem with wildlife, spectacular waterfalls that tumble directly onto white sandy 

beaches fringed by pristine coral reefs. Imagine no tourists and indigenous hunter gatherer 

tribes with an exotic culture who live nomadic lives aboard their tiny boats. This place really 

does exist – it is the Mergui Archipelago off the south-west coast of Myanmar. 

T
hat the  exist in such an incredibly 
unspoilt state is entirely due to his-
torical accident. For 50 years follow-
ing the independence of Myanmar 
in 1947, isolationist policies served 
to keep foreigners out. Since 1997 

access into the Mergui Archipelago became pos-
sible. Today a small handful of licensed operators 
offer luxury yacht charter and dive live aboard 
adventure trips into the remote wilderness of the 
Mergui Islands. Just a four hour drive away to 
the south lies the island of Phuket in Thailand, a 
popular mass tourism destination which is now 
experiencing a condominium property boom.
 The Mergui Archipelago takes its name from 
the historical trading port of Mergui with a superb 
natural harbour at the northern end of the archi-
pelago. Established around 1500, Mergui’s strate-
gic position ensured its rapid growth into a major 
trade entrepot. Sailing ships of the time, faced 
with the fickle winds, uncharted reefs and pirates 
of the Malacca Straights to the south, preferred 
to offload their trade goods in Mergui. From here 
the goods were trans-shipped by elephant convoy 
across the Malaysian Peninsula to the ancient 
kingdoms of Ayutthaya, Cambodia and southern 
China. The invention of the steam driven cargo 
ship lessened the importance of Mergui and it 
gracefully declined into the sleepy market town it 
is today.
 The flora and fauna of the Mergui Archipelago 
has never been properly surveyed. A preliminary 
survey in the 1930’s by the forestry department 
of the British colonial government listed the fol-
lowing as resident in the islands: tiger, leopard, 
bear, elephant, rhinoceros, wild boar, sambar, 
barking deer, tapir, mouse deer, flying lemur, 
gibbons, macaque monkeys, sea otters, pythons, 
cobras, crocodiles, monitor lizards, leatherback 
turtles and hawksbill turtles. Much of this wildlife 
remains undisturbed to this day. 

 Overhead the birdlife is equally prolific and 
unusual. Great flocks of noisy hornbills fly past 
every dawn and dusk. The jungle covered islands 
are home to the exotic “bird of paradise”, parrots 
and tiny sunbirds. Around the shoreline reef 
egrets, sea eagles, Brahminy kites, fishing owls 
and nocturnal night herons catch fish for a liv-
ing.
 Of the eight hundred islands of the Mergui 
Archipelago only a dozen or so are inhabited. 
Many of the islands are huge, some are larger 
than Singapore. A ban on logging in the Mergui 
has prevented the widespread deforestation that 
is common elsewhere in Asia. As a result, all 
of the islands are covered in thick jungle with 
majestic stands of Burmese Teak, Mahogany, 
strangler figs and other indigenous vegetation. 
Most beaches are backed by trees that tower to 
over 150ft tall while overhead there is the con-
stant cacophony of birds and small animals feed-
ing in the forest canopy. The beaches are covered 
in animal tracks – the only human footprints in 
sight are the ones behind you. Jungle walks in 
this area, while demanding, are also very reward-
ing with glimpses of the elusive wildlife and 
superb views through the forest of the deep blue 
ocean beyond. 
 The dramatic scenery continues underwater 
with magnificent coral reefs around many of the 
islands. The snorkelling and scuba diving in this 
area is superb. Sharks, whale sharks, dolphins, 
manta rays, mobula rays and fish are prolific. 
In March and April each year, large numbers of 
Sperm and Humpback whales visit the area. Two 
years ago we had a memorable opportunity to 
snorkel with two Sperm whales that were resting 
on the surface.
 Unfortunately, over the last few years some 
areas have been badly damaged by the destruc-
tive practise of dynamite fishing. The Myanmar 
Government has reacted very positively to lob-
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SV Ilala   
A 63ft cutter rigged sailing sloop which has been 
operating in this region for 8 years. Ilala offers 
sailing, scuba diving and kayaking. www.ilala.net

MV Taipan IV   
A 64ft luxury motor yacht which is available for 
charter in the Mergui Archipelago from 2005 
onwards. www.taipan.org

A Step Back in Time
The unspoiled islands of the Mergui Archipelago
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bying by environmental groups and is now 
working actively to stop dynamite fishing and 
has also introduced new legislation banning 
shark fishing in the Mergui Islands. These are 
certainly steps in the right direction.
  The indigenous people of the Mergui 
Archipelago are the Moken (also known as  
Salones). These gentle, peaceful people are a 
source of complete fascination to anthropol-
ogists as they still cling to their traditional 
nomadic, hunter-gatherer existence despite 
attempts to settle them in permanent villages. 
Traditionally the Moken do not fish. They are 
hunter-gatherers mainly living off shellfish col-
lected in the inter-tidal zone. They also free dive 
for shell fish and sea cucumbers, sometimes 
diving to amazing depths ballasted by large 
stones tied to their waists. The Moken also 
occasionally hunt wild boar and small deer in 
the forest with the aid of their dogs. 
 Each Moken family group lives on a flo-
tilla (ban) of traditionally built wooden boats 
(kabang). Each member of the family also has 
their own personal dugout canoe that they use 
for foraging. When the Moken move from island 
to island, these dugout canoes are towed in a 
long chain behind their kabang.
 We occasionally come across the Moken in 
the Mergui Archipelago. They pull into a nearby 
beach in their flotilla of boats. Adults, children, 
cats, dogs, chickens and ducks leap off each boat 
and rush into the jungle to forage. Suddenly, at 
some hidden signal, people and animals come 
rushing back out of the forest and jump on the 
boat just before it leaves for another anchorage. 
Their arrivals and departures seem random and 
follow no obvious pattern of time or tide.

 Sometimes the Moken cautiously approach 
our yacht with a gift of rock oysters or maybe 
the haunch of a wild boar after a successful 
hunt. They are always delighted when we give 
them a gift in return – a roll of cloth or an old 
dive mask.
 Yacht charters into the remote Mergui 
Archipelago depart from the town of Kawthaung 
which is on the border between Thailand and 
Myanmar. From the regional transportation 
hub of Bangkok there are daily flights to Ranong 
which is on the Thailand side of the Pak Chan 
river border with Myanmar. A half hour trip on 
a local longtail boat transports you across the 
Pak Chan river to Kawthaung to join your yacht. 
Myanmar visas are issued on arrival.  YVC

Information

Emerald Yacht is a US based booking 
agency that offers two superb yachts for char-
ter in the remote Mergui Archipelago. Contact 

Skip Mansfield for further details. Email: 
skipmansfield@compuserve.com 

Tel: +1 941 639 4442

 
Waterfall   
An icy cold mountain waterfall tumbles directly into 
the sea

“The Moken 
 are peaceful 
 people and are 
 a source of 
 complete 
 fascination to 
 anthropologists 
 as they still 
 cling to their 
 traditional 
 nomadic, 
 hunter-gatherer 
 existence”
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